This paper presents an attempt to solve path planning problem for a mobile robot operating in indoor environment model using iterative numerical technique. It is based on the use of Laplace's Equation to compute the potential functions in the environment grid model of the robot. The proposed block iterative method, better known as Four Point-Explicit Group via Nine-Point Laplacian (4EGSOR9L), employs a finitedifference scheme to compute the potential functions to be used in generating smooth path between start and goal points. The simulation results demonstrate that the proposed 4EGSOR9L method performs faster than the previous methods in computing the potential functions of the environment model.
INTRODUCTION
Path planning problem for a mobile robot occurs in various industrial application scenarios. In industrial automation, the robot is often required capable of moving quickly to its home position from a given initial point while avoiding possible collisions with the environment. It is therefore not surprising that the research activities in this field have been steadily increasing over the last two decades.
In this paper, we present our work on implementing mobile robot path planning via numerical potential function in configuration space based on the theory of heat transfer. The heat transfer problem is modeled with Laplace's equation. Solutions of Laplace's equation are called harmonic functions, which consequently represent temperature values in the configuration space to be used for simulation of path generation. Various approaches had been used to obtain harmonic functions, but the most common method is via numerical techniques due to the availability of fast processing machine and their elegant and efficiency in solving the problem. In this work, several experiments were conducted to study the performance of using 4EG9SORL iterative method for generating mobile robot path in several sizes of environment with varying number of obstacles.
RELATED WORK
Pioneer work by Khatib [1] utilized the use of potential functions for robot path planning, in which every obstacle produces a repelling force and the goal exerts an attractive force. Meanwhile, Koditschek [2] concludes that geometrically at least in certain types of domains, the potential functions can be used to guide the effectors from almost any point to a given point. These potential field methods, however, suffer from the generation of local minima.
Connolly et al. [3] and Akishita et al. [4] , both of them developed independently a global method that generates smooth path by using solutions to Laplace's equations, where the potential fields are computed in a global manner over the entire region. In [5] , Connolly & Gruppen show that harmonic functions have a number of properties useful in robotics. Then, Sasaki [6] computed harmonic functions using numerical technique to be used for mobile robot navigation. Waydo & Murray [7] used stream functions that are similar to harmonic functions to generate motion planning for a vehicle. Daily & Bevly [8] used harmonic potential field for path planning of high speed vehicles. Garrido et al. [9] used finite elements to compute harmonic functions for robotic motion. More recently, Szulczyński et al. [10] employed harmonic potential functions for real-time obstacle avoidance.
HEAT TRANSFER MODEL
Mobile robot path planning problem can be modeled as a well-known steady-state heat transfer problem, where heat sources come from the boundaries and the heat sink will pull the heat in. This heat conduction process produces a temperature distribution and the heat flux lines that are flowing to the sink fill the workspace. In a mobile robot environment model setup, the goal point is treated as a heat sink whilst the boundary walls and obstacles are considered as heat sources that are fixed with constant temperate values. Once the temperature distribution in the field is obtained, it will be used as a guide to generate path for mobile robot to move from the start point to the goal point. The idea is to follow the heat flux that will flow from high temperature sources to the lowest temperature point in the environment. The temperature distribution of the configuration space is computed by employing harmonic function to model the environment setup.
Mathematically, a harmonic function on a domain Ω  R n is a function which satisfies Laplace's equation, in which x i is the i-th Cartesian coordinate, and n is the dimension. In the case of robot path construction, the domain Ω consists of the outer boundary walls, all obstacles in the workspace, start points and the goal point. In this model, the robot is represented by a point in the configuration space. The configuration space is designed in grid form. The function values associated with each node are then computed iteratively via numerical technique to satisfy equation in Eq. (1). The highest temperature is assigned to the start point whereas the goal point is assigned the lowest, meanwhile different initial temperature values are assigned to the outer wall boundaries and obstacles. Initial temperature values are not required to be assigned to the start points. Then, the solutions to the 
FORMULATION OF 4EGSOR9L ITERATIVE METHOD
In the literature, Jacobi, Gauss-Seidel and SOR [6] had been used for solving any linear system. Daily and Bevly [8] employed analytical solution for arbitrarily shaped obstacles. Meanwhile, the works by Evans [11] , Evans & Yousif [12] , Ibrahim [13] and Sulaiman et al. [14] on block iterative methods utilized various points of Explicit Group (EG) methods. In their works, they pointed out that block iterative methods were superior in comparison to the traditional point iterative methods. Adams et al. [15] studied the effect of SOR iteration for the 9-point Laplacian.
In this study, we propose faster numerical solver than our previous works [16 -19] by employing Four-Point Explicit Group Successive-Over-Relaxation via Nine-Point Laplacian (also known as 4EGSOR9L) iterative method for computing the potential values. Our previous works [18, 19] that employed 9-point formula (also known as 9-point Laplacian) produced better performance than the standard 5-point formula [16, 17] . The finite difference approximation for 9-point formula uses 9-point stencil as illustrated in Figure 1 . By having more points (9 points instead of 5 points) in the formulation, each calculation would give greater accuracy thus lead to faster convergence. 
The standard discretization of Eq. (2) based on 5-point formula can be shown as below
Whereas for the 9-point Laplacian, the approximation equation can be defined as below
In the implementation of 4EGSOR9L block iterative method, the values of four points will be obtained in each calculation. This can be achieved by having a block of four points calculated simultaneously as illustrated in Figure 2 . 
Determining the inverse matrix of the coefficient matrix in Eq. (4), the general scheme of this block iterative method can be written as 
Finally, the implementation of SOR into Eq. (6) 
The optimal value of ω is defined in the range 1 ≤ ω < 2. In order to find the optimal value, several runs of computer program implementation of Eq. (7) are carried out with different value of ω. The value of  is considered optimal when the program converges with the less number of iterations.
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EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The experiment was carried out with various size of static environment, i.e. 128x128, 256x256 and 512x512, that consists of a goal point, three starting points and varying number of obstacles (L, T and Boxes objects). Initially, the outer boundary walls, inner walls and obstacles were fixed with high temperature values, whereas the goal point was set to very low temperature, and all other free spaces were set to zero temperature value. The experiments run on Intel Core 2 Duo CPU running at 1.83GHz speed with 1GB of RAM. The software code, now known as RobotPath Simulator (see Figure 3 ), was implemented in Delphi for very fast computation. Previously [16 -19] the code was written in MatLab. The computation speed up was increased 5 folds with this Delphi implementation. The iteration process stops when the computation converges to a specified very small value, i.e. 1.0 -10 , where there are no more significant changes in temperature values. The number of iterations, maximum error and elapsed time for various numerical techniques are shown in Table 1 . It is clearly shown in Figure 4 that 4EGSOR9L iteration performs faster than the various previous methods. Note that the speed of computation gets faster as the number of obstacles increases, since nodes occupied by obstacles are ignored during computation, see Table 2 . The performance differences, however, is very minimal. Once the temperature distributions were obtained, the path was generated by performing steepest descent search from the start points to the goal point. The process of generating the paths was very fast. From the current point, the algorithm simply picked the lowest temperature value from its eight neighbouring points. This process continues, until the generated path reached the goal point. Figure 5 (a) -(d) shows the generated paths in varying number of obstacles. Note that SOR, EGSOR, and 4EGSOR (refer to our previous works in [16 -19] ) produced very similar visual.
CONCLUSIONS
This study shows that solving robot path planning problem using numerical techniques are indeed very attractive and feasible due to the recent advanced and new found techniques, as well as the availability of fast machine nowadays. The proposed 4EGSOR9L iterative method performs faster than the previous methods described in our earlier works [16 -19] .
In the future work, we would consider faster numerical computation using half-sweep (Akhir et al. [23] ) and quartersweep (Muthuvalu & Sulaiman [24, 25] ) iterative methods. 
